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Actuarial Fairness in Context
Overview of ethical principles
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The need to manage tradeoffs

Core ethical principles are ideals to 
be strived for.

It’s often impossible to 
simultaneously satisfy all of them

Trade-offs typically must be 
deliberated

Innovations can be explored to 
make tradeoffs less acute

Think of the ethical principles as 
design considerations.



Ethics and quality control

Relationship between ethics and quality control
• Evaluate data provenance
• Ensure operating environment is suitably “regularized” 

(e.g., in the case of autonomous vehicles)
• Ensure end-users are trained and have a good “mental model” of 

the technology
• Don’t neglect the “science” part of data science – need for 

scientifically informed judgment in building and using algorithms



AI and human autonomy
Individual autonomy: The capacity to be one's own person, to live 
one's life according to reasons and motives that are taken as one's own 
and not the product of manipulative or distorting external force.

— Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy



AI and human autonomy

Choice architecture (“Nudge”) is often criticized as a type of manipulation that 
undermines human autonomy.



Naïve view “Nudge” view

Behavioral science and ethical AI



Procedural justice:  fairness and transparency of the decision process

• Perfect procedural justice – a procedure that is guaranteed to give the 
desired outcome.
• E.g.: the person who cuts the cake is the last one to choose a slice
• We don’t have this in actuarial science because of uncertainty around 

any estimate of E[loss]

• Imperfect procedural justice – the procedure is not guaranteed to give the 
desired outcome
• E.g.: a criminal trial.  Sometimes guilty go free and vice versa 
• This maps onto actuarial fairness

• Pure procedural justice – no criterion for the desired outcome
• E.g.: gambling
• Does this map onto price optimization?  Two policyholders with the 

same risk profile could be charged different amounts.



Actuarial Fairness – Kenneth Arrow 



Actuarial Fairness – CAS



Algorithmic fairness beyond insurance



A well-known algorithmic bias case study

Wisconsin Supreme Court (2016):

• Judges can use risk scores.

• But the scores cannot be a 
“determinative” factor in whether 
the defendant is jailed or gets 
probation.

• Judge must be given a warning 
about the limits of the algorithm’s 
accuracy.



Fact in the world:  
Higher base rate for purple than green

Predictive parity:  “high risk” means 2/3 chance of 
being re-arrested for each group



Fact in the world:  
Higher base rate for purple than green

Predictive parity:  “high risk” means 2/3 chance of 
being re-arrested for each group

False positives (1/7 for green; 2/4 for purple):       
a mathematical inevitability

“It turns out 
[different false positives rates are] 
more or less a statistical artifact” 

– Sharad Goel



The focus is not just be on making the ML model fair but rather on 
making the overall system and outcomes fair

Define 
(equity)

Measure/
Detect (bias)

Understand 
(root causes)

Improve 
(fairness)

Mitigate 
(the impact)

Monitor &
Evaluate

Slide taken from joint presentation 
with Rayid Ghani



World Data ML 
Pipeline Actions

Bias (in outcomes) can come from any of 
these four components

System Developers
Complexity or flaws
Design Choices 

Sample Bias
Measurement Bias
Label Bias

Slide taken from joint presentation 
with Rayid Ghani



• Statistical/Demographic Parity
• Impact Parity
• False Discovery Rate Parity
• False Omission Rate Parity
• False Positive Rate Parity
• False Negative Rate Parity
• ...

Many Bias Measures: How do we select what 
we care about?

Slide taken from joint presentation 
with Rayid Ghani



Slide taken from joint presentation 

with Rayid Ghani



Zoomed in Version Slide taken from joint presentation 

with Rayid Ghani



(How) Does this Apply to 
Insurance?
Fairness and Bias in Actuarial Applications



“During the last two congressional sessions, legislators 
have introduced bills to eliminate so-called “income 
proxies” including credit scoring, education level and 
employment status that could greatly impact how actuaries 
develop rates. In 2021 three states, Colorado, Michigan and 
Washington, either enacted legislation or implemented 
regulation in response to those who insist personal auto 
insurance rates are unfair or discriminatory.”



Seemingly Obvious Example: Personal Auto 
Policy sold by a Stock Insurer
• Possible View: Insurance pool is a risk sharing 

device, everyone should pay their expected costs 
(includes expenses and profits)
➜Focus on “procedural fairness”: Two individuals 

with the same risk should pay the same premium
➜Procedural Fairness ≈ Actuarial Fairness
➜No need to worry about biases and tradeoffs (?)

• But: Government mandates car liability coverage, 
car insurance regulated 



Thought Experiment in Personal Auto

• Risk classes (true – unknown – and imperfectly classified):
• Low risk
• High risk

• Two groups of consumers:
• Protected Group A, riskier on average, poorer on average
• Group B, less risky on average, wealthier on average

• Coverage options:
• (None)
• Minimum
• Premium



Who benefits from insurance mandate?

• Without insurance:
• More likely that member of Group A is at fault
• More likely that member of Group A can’t pay claim out-of-pocket
• More likely that member of Group B suffers financial loss (on net)

• With actuarially fair insurance, everyone pays their share

➜Insurance mandate, on net, is a transfer from Group A to Group B
…although everyone may be better off because insurance avoids surprises…      

(“consumption smoothing”)

➜Focus on procedural/actuarial fairness appropriate?



So why not drastically limit risk classification?
(e.g., charge everyone a flat price for coverage)

• Cross subsidization from Group B to Group A – maybe OK?
• Less competition? Limit realized cost savings?

• Issues around adverse selection and moral hazard:
• All risky participants will sort into higher coverage 
• Premiums will increase

➜Low risk participants, also and especially from Group A, worse off
• Possible that even Group A, as a whole, is worse off (“welfare”)
• Even more pronounced for Group B



Not simple, (normative) tradeoffs we have to navigate...

What variables to discriminate on (Avraham, 2018; Prince & Schwarcz, 2020):
• If I control the characteristic, it is ok to use it
• If the variable changes over time (mutable, e.g. age), ok to use it (benefit at some point)
• Acceptable if a variable causes an insurance event (cancer in life insurance)
• More acceptable if correlation is higher (better predictors)
• Avoid if variable reinforces existing discrimination
• If inclusion inhibits socially valuable behavior, don’t use

➜But there are many grey areas and algorithms are smart (proxy or 
indirect discrimination)



Discriminatory to use location if 
people in low cost, high crime 
neighborhood can’t move?

Discriminatory to use location if 
people in low cost, high crime 
neighborhood can’t move?

Telematics: Tracking time of day 
unfair to blue collar workers 
who are more likely to be 
working at night. When a 
person drives was considered 
less fair than credit scoring.
(Kiviat study)



OK, let’s worry 
about fairness in 
ML algorithms –
what do we care 
about?

Rayid Ghani’s Tree



Overcharging low 
risk individuals for 

coverage hurts 
them

Rating them as 
”bad risk” is not 

warranted

Rate of individuals erroneously classified as bad drivers should be the same in Groups A 
and B (or, in other words, you should not get penalized for being a member of Group A)



How to ensure FPR Parity? 



[Compas Data using Aequitas]

à Can compare for different models, cutoffs



Is Fairness viable?
• If ascertaining desired fairness possible at low cost regarding 

accuracy, possibly yes!
• But what is low cost? And how does one convince competitors?

• Likely depends on type of insurance:

Health 
insurance

Workers’ 
comp

Retirement 
insurance

Personal 
Property

Personal 
Liability

Life 
Insurance

Commercial 
Lines
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“Nobody knows what constitutes an acceptable balance of correlation 
to a protected class versus correlation to a business operation […] And 
there isn’t even data for many of the protected classes to even begin 
the analysis […Laws…] will have a negative impact on all companies and 
especially smaller companies who would have to comply with the law.” 
(Dave Snyder, APCIA)

“Developing fair rates requires a sensitive balance between multiple 
rating factors to assure fairness to policyholders while helping insurers 
achieve business goals.”

“While assuring fairness to everyone’s satisfaction is a laudable 
objective worthy of pursuit, it is elusive by its very nature. Fairness, or 
impartiality, can be a matter of perception.”



https://www.casact.org/publications-research/research/research-paper-
series-race-and-insurance-pricing

https://www.casact.org/publications-research/research/research-paper-series-race-and-insurance-pricing


The need for AI governance and auditing

• Algorithm auditing should be founded on more than machine 
learning.  Social science methodology, ethics, regulation, human-
centered design should be brought to bear.

• Often the goal is to identify tradeoffs that must be deliberated at 
societal levels.  (e.g., sensitivity/specificity; tradeoffs in different 
conceptions of “fairness”)

• “Since actuaries are intimately acquainted with rating factors and 
the data behind them and are required to uphold the highest 
standards of professional independence, they should have a 
greater voice in the rating variable conversation.” (A. Baribeau)

• Algorithm auditing should ultimately become the purview of a 
learned (data science) profession with proper credentialing, 
standards of practice, disciplinary procedures, ties to academia, 
continuing education, training in ethics, regulation, and 
professionalism

An emerging data science sub-profession:  the algorithm auditor.


